Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) for cultural content
producers
(Written in Oct 2013)

Summary
Everything starts with search. A Pew internet survey found that 92% of online adults use search.
Free online search tools will help you create the content that people want, based on what they’re
searching for. Use this insight into your audience to design your content so that popular pages are
easily findable in search.
Keyword research will help you to appear high in external search engines like Google, but it also gives
you a deep understanding of your online audience. People are telling you, in their own words, what
they want. You can answer those queries directly with your content.
Then you can use performance data to convince stakeholders and management about the success
and importance of your content.

Key learning outcomes:
1. Find what information people are searching for in relation to your organisation in external search
engines like Google and on your own site. Do the same for campaign/program/exhibition themes.
2. Create content that’s based on this research that will have a good chance of surfacing high in
external search engines like Google, and in your own site search.
3. Measure the results of your optimisation efforts to show whether your changes have had an impact
on traffic to your site.

Why is this important?
People very rarely click on search results below the first few presented to them. Therefore to reach
your audience your content needs to be listed prominently on the first page of search results. You
don’t necessarily need big paid search budgets to compete, you need quality content that’s targeted
towards your audience.
Use analytical data to convince stakeholders and management about the success and importance of
your content. The data can also be used to focus decisions about your site, and even your services in
general, around user needs.

Who is this resource for?
This resource is aimed at content producers within cultural organisations. No previous SEO knowledge
is necessary, and this resource does not seek to cover the more technical SEO practices.
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What do your users want from your content?
Find popular keywords that you could be using in content
Search tools like the Google keyword planner, SEMrush and Google Trends show the keywords that
people are searching for in external search engines. They also give other data such as how the
popularity for different keywords varies over time, and how many searches each term receives per
month.
Make sure you’re targeting UK keywords only. Be aware however that if your brand isn’t strong
enough, you may not get much data, if any.
Tip: the tools don’t give exact volumes, and sometimes contradict each other. It’s best to crossreference with more than one.

Use SEMrush to get a high-level view of your keyword
1. Sign up for a free account at SEMrush.
2. Make sure results are filtered to google.co.uk by selecting this in the drop-down menu in the
search bar:

3. Search for your organisation or campaign/program/exhibition etc.
Example: a search for ‘british museum’ reveals that ‘pompeii’ is a popular associated term. Terms like
‘jobs’, ‘shop’ and ‘opening hours’ are also popular and should be prioritised within their site, but we’ll
focus on exhibition themes.
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Use Google keyword planner to get a deeper understanding of your keyword
To get a more detailed view of the needs of your audience, use Google Keyword Planner. This tool
groups the long tail of keywords related to your term into ad groups, or themes.
1. Select the first option in the Google keyword planner - ‘Search for keyword and ad group ideas’.
2. Type in the organisation/topic you want search data on
3. Select the ‘Get ideas’ button
4. Sort by ‘Average monthly searches’ by clicking on this column heading (you’ll need to keep doing
this as the tool reverts to sorting by relevance on each new page).

5. Click on each of the Ad groups to find the exact keywords associated with that theme.
Example: here’s the list of keyword themes that Google associates with The British Museum, you can
see that it also reveals Pompeii as a popular topic, along with Egypt:
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Compare alternative keywords with Google Trends
If your research reveals more than one popular keyword related to the same topic, use Google Trends
to compare them.
1. Enter the keywords you want to compare in the search box, separated by a comma.
2. Filter the results to UK-only, and choose a relevant time period in the left-hand drop-down options.

Example: the Google Trends report below shows that ‘pompeii’ is the most popular term associated
with ‘british museum’, represented by the red line:
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Find keywords for campaigns/programs/exhibitions
Once you’ve identified popular keywords related to your site you can do further research on each of
the topics, to create content that will appeal to a larger audience.
Example: search for the term ‘pompeii’ in each of the tools and see what users want to know about
this topic in general.
Find what people want from your own site search
Look at the terms people are entering in your own site search to get similar insights into the needs of
your existing audience, especially if you’re not getting any results from the tools above. In most web
analytics packages (such as Google Analytics) you can filter results by specific terms. For more
information about how to set and configure the Site Search functionality of Google Analytics, please
refer to the Google Analytics Health Check resource of this Audience Finder Guide.
Search exits
In some web analytics packages you can find out when people have searched for a term, and exited
your site rather than clicking on a result. This indicates that you don’t have the content they’re
looking for, or that the titles and meta descriptions of your content aren’t drawing people to your
content.
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Optimise content and measure success
Use the keywords that your audiences are searching for (as identified using the steps described
above), in content so that your pages have a good chance of appearing high in search results. Also try
and give people easy access to the most popular deep level content pages within your site.
Tip: when measuring your changes wait at least two weeks to give search engines time to index your
content.
Can people find your content in external search?
Test: conduct Google searches with the terms revealed in the keyword research (described earlier) to
see where your content is appearing in the list of results.
Tip: use an incognito window if you’re using Chrome, so that the results aren’t skewed to your browser
history.
Example: for the Google search ‘british museum pompeii’ a video from the British Museum is the first
organic result displayed. This means that content sourced directly from the organisation is very easy
for users to locate.

Fix: if your content isn’t appearing high in external search results add popular keywords to the start of
titles, introductory sentences, headings, and repeat in content without making it editorially clunky.
For example look at the Government Digital Service SEO guide to see the techniques they used to
optimise a page about taking leave from work.
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Measure: compare traffic to the page before and after the change to see if there’s been an increase in
visits from people arriving at your site after searching for the keyword in external search.
For example, here’s the process that you follow for Google Analytics (for more background
information on Google Analytics please refer to the Google Analytics Health Check resource in this
Audience Finder guide):
1. Find the organic search report in ‘Traffic sources’ on the left-hand navigation menu.

2. Search for the keyword you’ve used to optimise content in the search box to the right of the report.

3. Filter the time period to compare periods before and after the change. Select the latest period first,
then check the ‘Compare to previous period’ box. Note it’s best to wait at least two weeks to get
meaningful data.

Hopefully you’ll get a result like this, which clearly shows a percentage increase in visits, as illustrated
by the 69% shown in the red box:
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It’s also a good idea to check UK-wide search trends with Google Trends to find out if changes are due
to your optimisation efforts or overall demand.
Beyond keyword research
The British Museum is performing well in search rankings related to ‘Pompeii’ despite not having
‘Pompeii’ at the start of their title. This could be because Google is getting very clever at matching
content to user-needs regardless of keywords used. See the Moz blog post From keywords to context:
the New Query Model, for more information.
Whilst keyword research is still an absolutely key step to understand your user search needs, Google
is starting to look at other signs beyond traditional SEO practices like the device used by the user and
even their location.
Can people find your content easily in internal search?
Search for the terms revealed by keyword research in your site search to check that you’re surfacing
the best pages.
Example: a search for ‘pompeii’ on the British Museum website brings up a conference as the first
result, which doesn’t appear to be the most user-focused page. The exhibition content only appears
in the fifth and sixth results.
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This is probably because the site search is configured to match keywords, and the term users are
searching for (pompeii) is not at the start of the title of the main content.
Action: put popular keywords at the start of titles, introductory sentences, headings, and include in
content where possible, without making your content clunky from an editorial perspective.
Measure: compare time periods before and after the change to see if traffic from internal search to
the page increases, and find out if search exits for the term decrease.
Structure content around user needs
Also use search data to prioritise popular content within your site, for example the British Museum
site should provide a link to their most popular Pompeii content on their home page, in a prominent
position so that users can see it without having to scroll.
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Key issues/considerations to be aware of
Don’t create spammy content that is so filled with keywords that it’s poor quality. Interesting content
that’s targeted towards your audience will fare better than keyword-filled rubbish.
Don’t compete with your own content in search results. Differentiate titles so that it’s clear what
information each page holds.
Do keyword research regularly. User needs change all the time, it is important to keep staying ahead
of the curve.

Other resources/references to consult
Moz keyword research guide - good starting point
Google Search Engine Optimisation starter guide - comprehensive SEO guide
The Moz blog - up-to-date posts about all things optimisation-related (search engines change
how they find and surface content constantly)
Are you into internal site search analysis - you should be - Avinash Kaushik’s blog post about how
to get the most out of internal search data
GDS Search Engine Optimisation guide - guide about how SEO research is conducted for GOV.UK
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